HEAT TREATERS—Special Announcement.

Super Systems Inc. and Cornerstone Systems Inc. are pleased to announce the planned integration of Visual Shop with SuperData.

Finally, seamless data integration from your furnace to your office.

The first release of this integration will contain the following functions:

1. With Visual Shop tracking, you will be able to download a recipe number to the furnace when you track a job in. If you do not have Visual Shop tracking then SuperData will read a recipe ID from a special barcode that we place on the shop order.

2. SuperData will display the Visual Shop order / part information on their charting. This will identify what orders / parts are running in each cycle.

3. When you are in Visual Shop order expediting, you will be able to view the furnace chart for an order. You will see all important alarms that might have occurred during the cycle and the inspection results entered.

4. You will be able to print the furnace chart on the certification form.

5. In tracking, when you are making your inspection entries, the system will alert you to any important alarms that occurred during the cycle that the order ran in. This will warn you that there might be a problem with the parts that you are checking.

6. You will be able to run a daily report of important alarms that occurred and the orders that were present during those alarms. You will be able to sell all the jobs that ran together in a furnace cycle.

7. You will be able to call up a part and compare the last several runs of that part on 1 screen. This will help you to determine if there is any furnace drift occurring which could cause that part to fail inspection in the future.

And of course, we can further customize to fit your specific requirements.

The plan is to have this first phase of the integration up and running within in the next few months.

Our goal is to provide meaningful information that has value.

If you are interested in this project, have any other ideas that we can use, or if you have questions then please give Marshall a call at (815) 356 8110.

SuperDATA™ is an HMI/SCADA package designed for the Heat Treat Market.

SuperDATA™ contains a communication module, data logging module, Custom Display system and Trend Charting system.

SuperDATA™ can be coupled with SSi’s SPP (Single Point Recipe Programmer) and PC Programmer Software for a complete Batch Furnace Recipe Control system.

Call Jim Oakes at (513) 772 0060 for more information.
www.supersystems.com